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Joe Webb

UK

Joe Webb nearly broke the internet – or, at least, his work became a viral sensation,

forwarded by hundreds of thousands of scrollers. Blame a relatable topicality

rendered through hard-hitting, thought-provoking imagery: one collage features a

family by a duck-filled pond with the kids glued to tablets. Webb originally began

making his pieces as a reaction to his computer-focused graphic design job. Turning

away from the screen, he revelled in the simplicity of using two or three print images

to create totally new worlds.

Did you know?



Webbʼs work has caught the attention of high profile collectors including Dua Lipa,

Lana Del Ray, Coldplay and Eric Cantona.

Joe Webb

Stirring Up a Storm - Artist Proof

£1,500

2018

Screen print on paper

Artist's proof

Signed and numbered by the artist

50cm x 64cm



Joe Webb

Super Highway

£1,000

2017

Silkscreen print on paper

Edition of 75

Signed and numbered by the artist

50cm x 64cm

Last piece available in the edition



David Shrigley

UK

Nominated for the Turner Prize in 2013, Glasgow School of Art alumnus Shrigley also

created an elongated thumbs-up for the Fourth Plinth in London's Trafalgar Square in

2016 – in the (possibly satirical) hope of "making the world a better place". His playful

drawings, paintings, photographs and sculptures are imbued with a deadpan humour

that encapsulates the bizarre nuances of modern life. Shrigley never corrects his

work, and the resulting scratches and crossings out only add to its appeal.

Did you know?

Shrigley worked as a cartoonist for the New Statesman during the intense run-up to

the 2010 General Election.

Auction Record

£9,375



Phillips, London, 'Watch It Rot', 2018

David Shrigley

Life Is Fantastic - Artist Proof

£8,500

2016

Screen print on paper

Artist's Proof of 25

Signed and numbered by the artist

66cm x 82cm



Delphine Lebourgeois

France

Lebourgeois loves books, and fills her intricate prints with chapters-worth of familiar

symbols and imagery so that each tells a compelling story. Starting each piece with a

digital collage, she often returns to the theme of feminism with her women armies,

delicately portrayed in watercolour and digital print using a style honed at Central St.

Martins.

Did you know?



Playstation and Xbox lovers can spot Lebourgeoisʼ works adorning the skyscrapers of

Palm City in the video game Need For Speed Heat.

Delphine Lebourgeois

Smoke I - Artist Proof

£650

2015

Giclée print on paper

Artist's proof

Signed and numbered by the artist

60cm x 84cm



The Connor Brothers

UK

Launching their career with an impressive fictional back story involving an escape by

twin brothers from a particularly luddite American cult, the Connor Brothers (really

former art dealers Mike Snelle and James Golding) produce highly-collectable

paintings and prints which take a light-hearted approach to being more emotionally

open. By refashioning Penguin book covers and cheap 1950s paperbacks with new,

conversation-distilling slogans, they have garnered a loyal and growing following, and

earned a place in worldwide collections including Londonʼs V&amp;A.

Did you know?

In 2015, the artists teamed up with Pussy Riot to build tents in the Calais Jungle

refugee camp.

Auction Record

£36,315



Sotheby's New York, 'I Can Resist Everything Except Temptation', 2019

The Connor Brothers

Hell Is Empty - Artist Proof

£4,995

2017

Giclée print on paper

Artist's proof of 20

Signed and numbered by the artists

106cm x 166cm



Dave White

UK

Proud pioneer of the ‘Sneaker Artʼ movement, during which he created Pop Art-style

oil portraits of the worldʼs best trainers, Dave White even had his own signature Air

Jordan release – a swoosh-free version emblazoned with stars and paint splashes.

During the last decade, White has turned his attention to endangered species, using

an expressive style to create oil portraits and prints which have helped generate

funds for wildlife charities.

Did you know?

White was among the artists commissioned to paint life-size rhinos for a 2018 trail

across London, raising awareness for the charity Tusk.

Auction Record

$18,000



Phillips De Pury, 'Lion, 2018', 2019

Dave White

Apex Diamond Dust - Artist Proof

£3,000

2014

Giclée with silkcreen and varnish and a white diamond dust background

Artist's proof

Signed and numbered by the artist

114cm x 84cm



Magnus Gjoen

UK

Once a fashion designer for big-name labels including Vivienne Westwood, Gjoen has

turned his attention to contemporary art with stunning effect. Using intricate florals

and pattern honed during his study of design in London and Milan, he shows that

beauty can be found in the most unexpected places, including skulls, beetles and

grenades. In other works, he adorns the kind of dusty classic portraits found in

lesser-visited gallery rooms with witty scrawled faces, giving them a new lease of life.

Did you know?

In 2017, Gjoen teamed up with Londonʼs Wallace Collection to create a series of prints

based on its exhibits.

Auction Record

€8,750



Grisebach — ORANGERIE Big Animals. Big Shots, 'A Little Gentleman of Nothing',

2019

Magnus Gjoen

Delft Uzi - Printer's Proof

£700

2015

Giclée print on archival paper

Printer's proof

Signed and numbered by the artist

70cm x 70cm



Magnus Gjoen

Delft Skull Angels of Dark & Light - Printer's Proof

£1,500

2012

Giclée print on paper

Printer's proof

Signed and numbered by the artist

92cm x 92cm



Magnus Gjoen

Victory Over Ignorance - Printer's Proof

£1,800

2012

Archival pigment print on paper

Printer's proof

Signed and numbered by the artist

92cm x 92cm



Mark Vessey

UK

Obsessed with UK pop culture, Vessey creates photographic prints of lovingly curated

records, magazines, books… and vodka bottles. Revelling in the used imperfection of

his subject matter, he seeks out material in second-hand shops and auctions, finding

comfort in collecting things and fitting them together to form one beautiful whole.

Recent works include a collection of Vogue covers featuring Kate Moss, which raised

money for the charities Stonewall and the Albert Kennedy Trust.

Did you know?



Vessey recently worked with DJ Norman Cook, turning his vinyl collection into a

photograph to preserve it for posterity.

Mark Vessey

Nineties - Artist Proof

£2,500

2019

C-type photographic print on paper

Artist's proof

Signed by the artist

80cm x 80cm

Artist proof also available in XL size



Bonnie and Clyde

UK

Former fashion and music photographer Steph Burnley creates mixed-media collages,

3D installations and screenprints of imagined cityscapes from her Brighton studio.

Harnessing the soothing power of Californian colours, 1950s typography, modern

architecture and plenty of house plants and sun umbrellas, her whimsical works are

reflective of diverse influences including David Hockney, Tracey Emin and Jean-

Michel Basquiat.

Did you know?



Bonnie and Clyde works have been exhibited alongside Yoko Ono and Gavin Turk.

Bonnie and Clyde

In Deep / Falta - Printer's Proof

£1,200

2011

Giclée print on paper

Printer's proof

Signed and numbered by the artist

82cm x 115cm



Bonnie and Clyde

Yes We Can Live in Peace

£1,000

2016

Silkscreen, giclee and glazes on paper

Edition of 50

Signed and numbered by the artist

115cm x 82cm

Last piece available in the edition



Bonnie and Clyde

The Strip

£1,200

2014

Screen print hand finished with collage

Edition of 35

Signed and numbered by the artist

100cm x 69cm

Last piece available in the edition



Lauren Baker

UK

Thereʼs magical madness in her method: acclaimed contemporary artist Baker listens

to sound waves in order to achieve a meditative state and then paint auras and

energy, adding diamond dust, neon and kinetic elements to make bursts of celestial

optimism. The resulting sense-enhancing pieces and installations explore the fragility

of life and the expansiveness of the universe, and have been shown at the V&amp;A,

Tate Britain and Tate Modern.

Did you know?



In 2013, Baker teamed up with Jose Cuervo to create surreally snowy Day of the

Dead-themed window displays for London department store, Selfridges.

Lauren Baker

Dimensional Flux - Artist Proof

£1,100

2016

Giclée print on paper with diamond dust

Artist's proof

Signed and numbered by the artist

60cm x 84cm



Lauren Baker

Pink Moon (Large) - Artist Proof

£1,650

2017

Giclée print with hand-embellished diamond dust

Artist's proof

Signed and numbered by the artist

100cm x 100cm
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